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ABSTRACT: Android is one of the developing platform and every day there is increasing number of user’s. 

There a number of passengers who regularly travel in local train, those customers have to wait for a long 

time to take their local train tickets daily, this becomes a tedious process. The local train E-ticket reservation 

with wallet system helps us to overcome this process. This system saves our estimable time by making 

complete procedure online. This paper is composed of a new mobile application developed for Android Smart 

phones. Database technology plays a vital role in business applications and it has evolved from paper work to 

query processing. Here data are stored in SQLite database which is an embedded database available in 

Android. The time consumed for taking tickets is minimized. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet plays a vital role and everything in this world is evolving as per the technology and we to adapt to 

the new technology. In the beginning of modern era, Computers played a major role, only high level operations 

and for performing research computers have been used initially, only few peoples were using computer and then 

people started using computer for their personal use. Later emerged the mobile technology and now mobility 

became everything. Everything made easy using mobility. Since the customers’ Internet activities have shifted 

from using browsers to mobiles, there arises the new opportunities to interact with products from mobile. Local 

Train E-Ticket reservation using wallet system application is a business application which is targeted for smart 

phone users, which helps customers to book the tickets using their wallet. This paper describes how the 

customer can book the tickets without wasting their in standing in the queues for completing the billing process. 

The application developed here is designed for android versions which runs faster. And also the embedded 

SQLite database is the system. Only registered users can perform login and book tickets. Android allows users 

to customize the home screen with the shortcuts of the application. The Android applications have an extension 

.apk (i.e. Android Application package which is a package file format used to install application onto the 

android phones. The Android programs are built using programming languages like C, C++ or Java. Android is 
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a collection of software components such as Android Runtime, Libraries, Linux kernel, Application Framework 

and Applications layer where the user can interact with applications like Contacts, Phone, Browser and so on. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

There are number of applications which provide information regarding suburban trains such  

Users can find trains between stations, find passing by trains for a station and possible to search by train 

number. But user cannot book or get a ticket in online for suburban train. To overcome this we have proposed a 

wallet system along with the booking process. 

There are several concepts that has been made for booking train tickets. But this concept made our task easier. 

Some of the other related work that is available only for long journey routes. Local train E-ticket reservation is 

new to the entire system especially with the wallet system. 

E-Wallet scheme is one of the latest additions and it is in development process to the IRCTC website. It allows 

each users to have wallet account and allows users to deposit money in advance to their wallet accounts and use 

the deposited money to book tickets on the way. This is very beneficial for frequent train travellers or IRCTC 

users because you need not enter your card details each time you wish to book a train ticket. Only PAN card 

verified users can register for the e-wallet scheme. 

According to an IRCTC official, the current system takes a relatively long time to get tickets from the counter 

and if the transaction is made online every time it will also take long time as customer is directed to a bank's 

service, from IRCTC service, to make the payment and the again redirected to the IRCTC website.  

E-wallet scheme ensures that registered customer is not directed to the bank's server for the payment every time, 

ultimately saving considerable amount of time and increasing accuracy. The official reveals the new initiative 

has received good response since its launch in the second week of this month. 

This system is under development for long journey trains and not for the local train, the proposed system will be 

more useful for the local trains also. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The Scope of the project is to minimize the booking time at ticket counters so that the android application allows 

the customers to pay from mobile itself. In practice, the application can be used widely to enhance the quick 

booking of tickets using wallet. 

IV. ANDROID 

  The Android operating system (OS) is based on the open Linux kernel. Unlike the iPhone OS, Android 

is open source, meaning developers can modify and customize the OS for each phone. Therefore, different 

Android-based phones may have different graphical user interfaces GUIs even though they use the same OS. 

V. SQLITE 

SQLite is a relational database contained in the C programming library. It is the popular choice for 

storing the user information within the application and it is stored in the client side. It is the most widely used 

database. Database created can be accessed by name to any class in the application and it cannot be done outside 

the application or any other application. It helps the developers in handling data in a simple way with the use of 

database features 

VI. DEVELOPMENT TOOL 

Eclipse and Android SDK Tools are integrated development environment (IDE) for designing and 

developing the Java based applications. 
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VII. ECLIPSE 

     Eclipse is a multi-language integrated development environment (IDE) which comprise a base workspace 

with extensible plug-in systems. The applications are mostly developed using Java and other languages can be 

used by adding plug-ins. 

 

VIII.   ANDROID SDK TOOLS 

Android Software Development Kit (SDK) which is a set of development tools. They include the tools 

like debugger, libraries, emulator, tutorials, documentation and sample codes. Eclipse and Net beans 

supports Android development via plug-in. The older tools and platforms are downloadable content 

which can be downloaded at any point of requirement. Android applications are packaged file 

system with .apk file extension which holds the resource files etc. 

IX. WORKING MODULE 

Initially the Local Train E-Ticket Application will be loaded in the Google Play Store and ‘n’ number 

of users can download them via play store. Once if the user has installed the application in their Android device 

he/she will be notified with the current version and updates available for that application. As soon the user 

signup and logins there appears for initial money transaction and then use can check for the wallet amount. Then 

the user can select their station details and book that ticket using the wallet amount. Finally the tickets will be 

displayed in a tickets section and the user can view also the previously booked tickets. 

 

Log In Activity: 

 

 

The user can login into their account with their valid username and password, the main purpose of this activity 

is to validate whether the user is a valid user, if the details are valid then the user is allowed to enter into the 

application else they are not allowed. The login in sub divided into user login and admin login, the user login is 

for the end user whereas the admin login is only for the admin. 
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Sign up Activity: 

 

 
 
If the user is new to the IRCTC application he should enter all the fields given above in order to create a new 

account the user. Once all the required details are filled, the user gives the option sign up which stores all the 

information in the database and it is used during the sign in activity. 

 

User Module:  

 
 

Once the Sign in activity is completed then the application displays the user module, such as Wallet, Booking, 

Transaction and Ticket. Each of these activity perform some tasks in ticket booking. Each one the following is a 

separate activity and each of these activities are inter connected, so that we can book tickets within a few 

seconds. 
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Admin Module: 

 

 

 
 
The admin has the privilege to access his account, an admin is given a separate login and once the admin sign in 

with their account then this activity starts. The admin has to enter the station details and respective fair details it 

will be added into the database. The admin can also change the station details with their update function.   

 

 

Booking Activity: 

 

                 
 

Here the user can give the station details and date for the travel. Once the user entered the station details then the 

user can check the ticket details and fair details, then the user can proceed to book the ticket, the fair for the 

ticket will be detected from the wallet. 
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Wallet Activity: 

 

 

                                                      
 
The user can check for the amount in their wallet using this activity, once the user makes his transaction then he 

can check whether the amount has been added to their wallet account and if the user book any ticket then they 

can check for the remaining and detected amount using this activity. 

 

 

Ticket Details Activity: 

 

 

                                                       
 

 
Here in this activity the user can check for the station details, date, time of boking the ticket and fair details of 

the tickets. If the information provided are valid then the user can proceed for booking the tickets in the booking 

activity. 
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ADVANTAGES: 

 

I. You need not enter your payment details, every time you wish to book a ticket. 

II. The problem of traffic in the internet server can be solved. 

III. You can avoid 'Session Expired' and 'Session Timeout' errors due to delay. 

IV. You can still book train tickets even if your bank website is offline 

V. It is really useful if you don't have your own credit/debit card. 

 

LIMITATIONS: 

 
I. Only the administrator should manually update the Station details 

 

II. Only the Android Users can use the Local train E-ticket reservation system. 

 
CONCLUSION: 

 

In this paper we have presented a Suburban train ticket reservation system for Android using SQLite Database. 

The main aim of the application is to make people to easily access their account to book tickets using the wallet 

without using transaction system every time. This system saves Users estimable time by making complete 

procedure online. The problem of traffic in the internet can be solved. 

 

 

FUTURE WORK: 

 

The tickets will be sent to the registered mobile number and e-mail address of the user, if there is active internet 

connection in the smart phone. 
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